
317 S Manley Rd
Ripon, CA 95366
March 17, 2023

Laurel Salinas
Industrial Engineering Manager
Kratos Defense and Security Solutions
5381 Raley Blvd
Sacramento, CA 95838

Dear Laurel Salinas,

I am writing to apply for the Engineering Intern position with Kratos Defense and Security Solutions
based in Roseville, CA. As an incoming freshman to San Diego State, I will be pursuing a
Bachelors in Aerospace Engineering, and would love to learn about the workforce with such a well
rounded company. This opening is an opportunity for me to apply my skills in your company, and
would be a wonderful fit for both my professional aspirations and personal goals. 

Throughout my educational career, I have learned how to work efficiently with a team in order to
successfully plan and execute events for my community, like Homecoming. As Senior Class
President, I was in charge of my class for this event. This allowed me to meticulously plan our
projects, encourage my peers to participate daily, and delegate tasks to my team members
leading up to and during the event. Knowing the importance of a group working in sync, I
maintained an open and transparent line of communication with my team to ensure every task
was being completed promptly and thoroughly. 

I had the chance to lead my peers through obstacles like scheduling conflicts, and my balance of
responsibility and recreation was crucial in being adaptable to change. Maintaining an optimistic
mindset allowed me to provide my peers constructive feedback, while still encouraging them to
continue to work together. With every project facing evaluation from our community, I learned
how to receive judgment and readily welcome the opportunity to grow from my mistakes. I would
love to bring my experience to your company. 

I am eagerly available to interview at your convenience, and have attached my resume for further
evaluation. Please contact me with any inquiries by phone at (209) 253-6645 or via my email
aprilyan2014@gmail.com. I appreciate your consideration and earnestly look forward to hearing
from you. 

Sincerely,

April Yan
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